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Abstract: This Trends article discusses the (under)funding of homeland security and defense in an Executive Branch proposal for the United States Government 2004 federal budget.

An Executive Branch proposal for the United States Government (USG) 2004 federal budget is under fire by political opponents for its alleged underfunding of homeland security and defense. Many of these opponents base their case on the dollars that would be allocated for security-related personnel, materiel, and research and development to be used on or within the borders of the US.

There are two significant problems with the opposition’s case. First, some are too quick to assume that homeland security resources must be formally labeled as homeland security resources. Yet the kinds of resources that apply de facto to homeland security can range far beyond what is officially labeled as such. Second, there is a stops at the water mentality about what constitutes homeland security. The proactive and global application of military, law enforcement, and intelligence assets is discounted--a puzzling phenomenon when prosecuting a war on terrorism with global, reach.